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Bartolini Pickups and Electronics is recognized around the world as the standard in guitar and bass guitar 

tone with the broadest selection to fit almost any instrument and sound. Our comprehensive product line of pickups 

and electronics can be mixed and matched to express the individuality of any player. 

Introducing: 

b-axis Series Jazz Bass Pickups: Get huge, punchy tone with precise articulation 

and full harmonic clarity.  With exposed Alnico V pole pieces in a tuned magnetic 
structure, the b-axis series provides a complex, asymmetric response like the natural 
voice of the finest instruments. Available in 4 and 5 string fully encapsulated,  hum- 
cancelling models. 

 

The Bartolini Product Line: 

Guitar Pickups- Humbuckers, Strat®, P-90, Jazz, and Acoustic 

ACE™ Series Guitar Pickups: Alnico V and Ceramic magnets combined 

Bass Pickups- J-Bass®, P-Bass®, Music Man®, Soapbars, Rickenbacker® 

SINGULARITY™ Series Bass Soapbars:  Single coil soapbars for 4, 5, and 6 string basses 

Pre-wired Harnesses– Over 26 configuration varying by volume 

tone controls, and active/passive options. 

Electronic Modules- Pre-Amps, 2-Band & 3-Band Equalizers, & Buffers 

Active & Passive: All of our pickups are passive, and can be combined with any of our pre-wired pre-amp harness-

es for active output. Our “AP” harnesses offer push-pull volume control to select either active or true-bypass passive 

output. All our wiring diagrams are available online at www.bartolini.net. 

Coil Types: These example coil types are available in many of the different pickup shapes in the following pages. 
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GUITAR PICKUPS 

PBF Humbuckers: Our PBF line offers smooth humbucker tone with specific pairs 

tuned for the main genres of music. Available in black, nickel, gold, and chrome.  

Vintage Humbuckers: Our vintage humbuckers  are well known for 

their high clarity and definition. 

Strat® Shape: Designed to get the most of the Strat sound at each position. 

Style Model Description 

Vintage Pair  PBF-49  vintage neck humbucker -solid body guitar 

  PBF-51  vintage bridge humbucker -solid body guitar 

Rock'n'Roll pair  PBF-55  rock neck humbucker 

  PBF-77D  high output, great for distortion humbucker 

Jazz pair  PBF-55  jazz Guitar (hollow body) neck humbucker 

  PBF-57  jazz Guitar (hollow body) bridge humbucker 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Model Description 

V92C-B warm, clear tone - for neck or bridge 

1D-01 more lows and low mids than V92C-B - for bridge 

1C 
our first humbucker , unequal windings for a clear, clean tone that tends 
toward single coil less warmth in the mids than equal winding designs 

1CTA 
very near the 1C tone (part way to single coil tone) but equal windings for 
best noise rejection used in neck position 

 

 

 

 

Model Description 

3X  Neck: clear, smooth, jazzy full range single coil 

3XQ  Middle: very clear, smooth, near Vintage tone single coil 

3XR  Bridge: deeper tone, high power, single coil 

3D-01  Bridge: bright and deep with excellent mids, single coil 

 

 

 

 

ACE™ Series Pickups: Designed with both Alnico V and Ceramic magnets, they deliver the 

hot tone you expect from the Alnico with the balancing tones of the ceramic. The well-

defined magnetic field aper-

ture maximizes clarity and 

tonal response. It also in-

cludes common mode noise 

cancellation. Humbuckers 

come in black, nickel, gold, and 

chrome. The singles come in 

black and white.  

Style Model Description 

Humbucker Pair   ACE-H-70  ACE neck humbucker 

   ACE-H-75  ACE bridge humbucker 

Single Coil   ACE-S-60n  ACE neck  

   ACE-S-65s  ACE middle 

   ACE-S-75n  ACE bridge 
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Acoustic Guitar: Our sound-hole mounted pickups are bright and clear with B-string compensation and a 10 

foot cable. The brackets fits most holes 3 7/8” or bigger. 

GUITAR PICKUPS 

Jazz Guitar (Johnny Smith type): We pay homage to the classic hollow-body jazz guitar with a pickup that 

has smooth and clear tone with a dual coil humbucker. 

Model Description 

3AV 
sound hole mount - bright, clear hum-canceller (stacked 
coil) - B-string compensation, plastic mounting brackets 
and 10 foot cable with strain relief.  

 

Soapbar (P90 Shape): P90 shape replacement humbucker pickup with very 

low noise dual coils. 

Model Description 

SB92C-B warm, clear tone - like V92C-B - in Soapbar shell - for neck  

SB-D01 more lows and low mids than V92C-B - in Soapbar shell - for bridge  

ACE-M36GH-70  M3 Shape for guitar, Humbucker, AlNiCo-Ceramic, Neck 

ACE-M36GH-75 M3 Shape for guitar, Humbucker, AlNiCo-Ceramic, Bridge 

 

 

Model Description 

 5J smooth, clear dual coil - end of fingerboard 2" bracket 

 5JNB smooth, clear dual coil - without mounting bracket 
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4-STRING BASS PICKUPS 

4-String J Bass®: Available in single neck (short), single bridge (long), or pairs.  Available in black.  

Series Model Description 

Classic Bass 9CBJS-1 
single coil - low noise - deep tone - strong 
lows and low-mids 

Classic Bass 9CBJS-3 
single coil - low noise - bright tone - en-
hanced treble 

Classic Bass 9CBJD-1 
dual in-line coils (hum canceling) - deep 
tone - strong lows and low-mids 

Classic Bass 9CBJD-3 
dual in-line coils (hum canceling) - bright 
tone - enhanced treble 

Original Bass 9J1 
dual in-line coils (hum canceling) - deep 
tone - strong lows and low-mids 

Original Bass 9SU single coil - deepest tone 

*NEW b-axis J44J 
Huge, punchy tone /precise articula-
tion. Full harmonic clarity. Exposed 
Alnico V pole pieces. 

 

 

 

 

 

BASS PICKUPS 

TYPES OF BASS PICKUPS: 

CLASSIC BASS: The “Classic Bass" (CB) series bass pickups are passive designs featuring an extended and more resonant 

frequency range. They have far more "air" and definition at the top without sacrificing lows and low mids. They are cast in 

epoxy to remove unwanted feedback and microphonics. ORIGINAL: The "original series" (O) bass pickups with passive de-

signs. They are cast in epoxy to remove unwanted feedback and microphonics.   

 

New  b-axis: Huge, punchy tone /precise articulation. Full harmonic clarity. Exposed Alnico V pole pieces. 

4-String P Bass®: Available in black. 

4-String Music Man® (Stingray Shape): Available in black. 

Series Model Description 

CB MM4CBC dual coil - powerful lows and low-mids - bright treble 

CB MM42CBJD3 quad coil - switchable (2 CBJD units in each pickup) 

OB MMC dual coil - deep tone 

 

 

 

Series Model Description 

CB 8CBP classic tone with more lows and low-mids 

OB 8S deep tone 

OB 8SU vintage voicing - more lows and low-mids - lower output than 8CBP 
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4-STRING BASS PICKUPS 

4-String Rickenbacker® 4001:  Available in Black 

4-String Soapbars: Available in single neck  or bridge. Available in black. 

The SINGULARITY™ Series offers single coil, Jazz-Bass (J-Bass) tone. They come in many soapbar shapes and sizes, in-

cluding M3, M4, MK, and BC. They are offered in matched sets with reverse polarity for hum cancellation. 

Series Model Description 

OB 6RC full range dual coil - deep tone - usually treble position 

OB 6RT full range split coil - deep tone - usually neck position 

 

 

Shape Series Model Description 

BB CB BB4CBC 
dual coil - powerful lows and low-
mids - bright treble 

BB OB BB4C dual coil - deep tone 

BC CB BC4CBC 
dual coil - powerful lows and low-
mids - bright treble 

BC OB BC4C dual coil - deep tone 

BD CB BD4CBC 
dual coil - powerful lows and low-
mids - bright treble 

BD OB BD4C dual coil - deep tone 

CF  CB CF4CBC 
dual coil - powerful lows and low-
mids - bright treble (mighty-mite) 

M3 CB M34CBC 
dual coil - powerful lows and low-
mids - bright treble 

M3 OB M34C dual coil - deep tone 

M4 CB M44CBC 
dual coil - powerful lows and low-
mids - bright treble 

M4 OB M44C dual coil - deep tone 

MK CB MK4CBC 
dual coil - powerful lows and low-
mids - bright treble 

Old Thunderbird CB T4CBC dual coil - powerful lows and low-

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4-String Soapbars: Available in pairs. Available in black. 

Shape Series Model Description 

X4 Narrow CB X44CBJS B1/T1 single coil, low noise pairs 

X4 Narrow CB X44CBJD B1/T1 
dual in-line coils (hum canceling) in 
pairs 

X4 Narrow OB X44J B1/T1 
dual in-line coils (hum canceling) in 
pairs 
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SINGULARITY BASS PICKUPS 
4, 5 & 6-String Soapbars: Available in single neck or bridge. Available in black.  

The SINGULARITY™ Series offers single coil           Jazz-Bass (J-Bass) tone. They come in many soapbar shapes and sizes, 

including M3, M4, MK, and BC. They are offered in matched sets with reverse polarity for hum cancellation. 

Shape Series Model Description 

BB S BB4S single coil, Jazz-Bass (J-Bass) tone 

BC S BC4S single coil, Jazz-Bass (J-Bass) tone 

BD S BD4S single coil, Jazz-Bass (J-Bass) tone 

M3 S M34S single coil, Jazz-Bass (J-Bass) tone 

M4 S M44S single coil, Jazz-Bass (J-Bass) tone 

M5 S M56S single coil, Jazz-Bass (J-Bass) tone 

MK S MK4, 5 & 6S single coil, Jazz-Bass (J-Bass) tone 

P2 S P24, P25S single coil, Jazz-Bass (J-Bass) tone 

P4 S P46S single coil, Jazz-Bass (J-Bass) tone 

U.S. Builder Sales & Support 

Bartolini Inc. Main Office 

Hours: 9 AM to 5 PM PST (M-F) 

Phone: (805) 543-1330  

Email: sales@bartolini.net 

Support: support@bartolini.net 

U.S.  Dealer Sales & Support 

Dana B. Goods 

Phone: (800) 741-0109 

Sales Inquiries: Sales@danabgoods.com 

Support Inquiries: Support@danabgoods.com 

 

Builder & Retail Sales Contact Information 
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5-STRING BASS PICKUPS 

5-String J Bass® Long Neck: Available in single long neck (LN), single bridge (long), or pairs.  Available in black.  

5-String J Bass®: Available in single neck (short), single bridge (long), or pairs.  Available in black.  

5-String American Standard J Bass®: Available in single neck (short), single bridge (long), or pairs.  Only in black. 

5-String P Bass®: Available in black. 

Series Model Description 

CB 59CBJS1 single coil - low noise - deep tone - strong lows and low-mids 

CB 59CBJD1 
dual in-line coils (hum canceling) - deep tone - strong lows 
and low-mids 

CB 59CBJD3 
dual in-line coils (hum canceling) - bright tone - enhanced 
treble 

OB 59J1 dual in-line coils (hum canceling)  

b-axis J45J-L/S 
Huge, punchy tone /precise articulation. Full harmonic 
clarity. Exposed Alnico V pole pieces . 

 

 

 

Series Model Description 

CB 59CBJD1 L/LN 
dual in-line coils (hum canceling) - deep tone - strong lows and low-
mids (with long neck) 

OB 59J1 L/LN dual in-line coils (hum canceling)  

b-axis J45J L-19/LN-19 
Huge, punchy tone /precise articulation. Full harmonic clari-
ty. Exposed Alnico V pole pieces .  

 

Series Model Description 

CB 57CBJD1 dual in-line coils (hum canceling) - deep tone - strong lows 

CB 57CBJD3 dual in-line coils (hum canceling) - bright tone - enhanced treble 

OB 57J1 dual in-line coils (hum canceling)  

b-axis J55J L/S 
Huge, punchy tone /precise articulation. Full harmonic clarity. 
Exposed Alnico V pole pieces . 

 

 

Series Model Description 

CB 58CBP classic tone with more lows and low-mids 

OB 58S72 deep tone 

OB 58SU72 
vintage voicing - more lows and low-mids - 
lower output than 8CBP 
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5-STRING BASS PICKUPS 

5-String Music Man® (Stingray) Shape: DL5 fits some Lakland and Tobias basses. Fits most 5-string Music Man 

StingRay basses after 1992 (Note: this pickup has three separate mounting ears). Available in black. 

5-String (Ernie Ball) Music Man®: MV5 fits 5-string Music Man StingRay basses up to 1992 & "Classic Collec-

tion" basses. Available in black. 

Series Model Description 

CB DL5CBC dual coil - powerful lows and low-mids - bright treble 

CB DL52CBJD3 quad coil - switchable (2 CBJD units in each pickup) 

OB 76DL5C dual coil - deep tone 

 

 

 

Series Model Description 

CB MV5CBC 
dual coil - powerful lows and low-mids - bright treble  
up to 72mm string width at the pickup 

CB MV52CBJD3 
quad coil - switchable (2 CBJD units in each pickup) 
up to 72mm string width at the pickup 

OB 74MV5C dual coil - deep tone 

 

 

 

Learn the Facts About Pickups and Electronics 

go to www.bartolini.net to see our videos 

The Tradition and Technology Video Series is Clyde’s mission in life- to fully enlighten 

people to the true technology behind electric guitars and basses. There is a wealth of 

tradition and popular beliefs out there; much of it is very helpful, and some…well, 

maybe not so much. Clyde takes the most important topics and explains the tradi-

tions and then breaks down the actual technology in an easy to understand way- we 

want you to maximize your knowledge and your tone!  Clyde has been a professional 

engineer for over twenty years and he is also a musician.  
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5-String Soapbar Shapes: Available in single neck  or bridge. Note: X4 & X5 are pickups available in pairs only. Availa-

ble in black. The SINGULARITY™ Series offers single coil, Jazz-Bass (J-Bass) tone. They come in many soapbar shapes 

and sizes, including M4, MK, P2, and BC. They are offered in matched sets with reverse polarity for hum cancellation. 

5-STRING BASS PICKUPS 

Shape Series Model Description 

BC CB BC5CBC 
dual coil - powerful lows and low-
mids - bright treble 

BC OB 72BC5C dual coil - deep tone 

BD CB BD5CBC 
dual coil - powerful lows and low-
mids - bright treble 

BD OB 72BD5C dual coil - deep tone 

CF (Mighty Mite 

Shape) 
CB CF5CBC 

dual coil - powerful lows and low-
mids - bright treble 

M4  CB M45CBC 
dual coil - powerful lows and low-
mids - bright treble 

M4  OB 72M45C dual coil - deep tone 

M4  OB xxM45M split coil - deep tone 

M4  OB xxM45C quad coil - deep tone 

M5  CB M55CBC 
dual coil - powerful lows and low-
mids - bright treble 

M5  OB 72M55C dual coil - deep tone 

M5  OB xxM55M split coil - deep tone 

M5  OB xxM55C quad coil - deep tone 

MK CB MK5CBC 
dual coil - powerful lows and low-
mids - bright treble 

P2 CB  P25CBC  
dual coil - powerful lows and low-
mids - bright treble 

P2 OB 74P25C dual coil - deep tone 

P2 OB xxP25M 
split coil - deep tone - extended 
width - low curvature 

P2 OB xxP25C 
quad coil - deep tone - extended 
width - low curvature 

X4 Narrow CB X45CBJS B1/T1 
single coil, low noise pairs 
up to 72mm string width at the 
pickup 

X4 Narrow CB 74X45CBJD B1/T1 
dual in-line coils (hum canceling) in 
pairs up to 74mm string width at the 
pickup 

X4 Narrow OB 74X45J B1/T1 
dual in-line coils (hum canceling) in 
pairs up to 74mm string width at the 
pickup 

X5 Narrow CB X55CBJS B1/T1 single coil, low noise pairs   

X5 Narrow CB X55CBJD B1/T1 
dual in-line coils (hum canceling) in 
pairs 

X5 Narrow OB 80X55J B1/T1 
dual in-line coils (hum canceling) in 
pairs 
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6-STRING BASS PICKUPS 
6-String Soapbar Shape: Available in single neck  or bridge. Note: G6 pickups available in pairs only. Available in 

black. The SINGULARITY™ Series offers single coil, Jazz-Bass (J-Bass) tone. They come in many soapbar shapes and siz-

es, including M4, MK, P2, and P4,. They are offered in matched sets with reverse polarity for hum cancellation. 

Series Model Description Shape 

OB xxM46M split coil - deep tone - extended width - low curvature  M4 

OB xxM46C quad coil - deep tone - extended width - low curvature M4 

CB M56CBC dual coil - powerful lows and low-mids - bright treble M5 

OB xxM56M split coil - deep tone - extended width - low curvature M5 

OB xxM56C quad coil - deep tone - extended width - low curvature  M5 

CB MK6CBC dual coil - powerful lows and low-mids - bright treble MK 

OB xxP26M split coil - deep tone - extended width - low curvature P2 

OB xxP26C quad coil - deep tone - extended width - low curvature  P2 

CB 90P46CBC dual coil - powerful lows and low-mids - bright treble P4 

OB xxP46M split coil - deep tone - extended width - low curvature P4 

OB xxP46C quad coil - deep tone - extended width - low curvature  P4 

CB G66CBJD B1/T1 
dual in-line coils (hum canceling) in pairs 
(96 to 102 mm string width) 

G6 

OB 100G66J B1/T1 
dual in-line coils (hum canceling) in pairs 
(96 to 100 mm string widths) 

G6 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Learn more about Bartolini Pickups and Electronics 

Clyde’s goal is to step up to the challenge of creating a more sustainable 

world while helping musicians find their true voice.  Check out our web-

site for more information on how we use recyclable materials to achieve 

this important mission. 

Go to www.bartolini.net to learn about 

our Social  

Responsibility initiatives 
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ELECTRONICS 

Pre-Wired Harnesses: Pre-Wired harness saves the time and aggravation of wiring your pre-amp and pots into your 

instrument. They feature our industry leading pre-amps and premium audio-quality potentiometers with smooth 

control and ready for years of rugged use. There are 26 configurations to choose from varying by volume controls, 

tone controls, and active/passive options. 

Product Description EQ 

 
Volume  (with Active/Passive push-pull switch)- Treble/
Bass stack 

2-band 

 
Volume (with Active/Passive push-pull switch) – Treble - 
Bass 

2-band 

 
Volume (with Active/Passive push-pull switch) - Treble/
Bass Stack - Mid (with Hi/Lo push-pull switch) 

3-band 

 
Volume (with Active/Passive push-pull switch) - Treble -
Bass  - Mid (with Hi/Lo push-pull switch) 

3-band 

 Volume - Blend - Treble/Bass stack 2-band 

 
Like HR-3.3 with Active/Passive push-pull switch on Vol-
ume knob 

2-band 

 Volume/Volume stack - Mid (p-p) - Treble/Bass stack 3-band 

 
Volume - Volume - Treble - Bass  with Active/Passive 
push-pull switch on Volume knob 

2-band 

 Volume - Blend - Treble - Bass 2-band 

 
Like HR-4.5 with Active/Passive push-pull switch on Vol-
ume knob 

2-band 

 
Volume - Blend – Mid (with Hi/Lo push-pull switch) -
Treble/Bass stack 

3-band 

 
Like HR-4.6 with Active/Passive push-pull switch on Vol-
ume knob 

3-band 

 Volume - Blend - Mid (w. switch) - Treble/Bass stack 3-band 

 
Like HR-4.7 with Active/Passive push-pull switch on Vol-
ume knob 

3-band 

 
Volume - Blend - Treble – Mid (with Hi/Lo push-pull 
switch) - Bass 

3-band 

 
Like HR-5.2 with Active/Passive push-pull switch on Vol-
ume knob 

3-band 

 
Volume-Volume-Treble-Mid (w.switch) – Bass with Ac-
tive/Passive push-pull switch on 2nd. Volume knob 

3-band 

 Volume-Blend-Treble-Mid (w.switch) - Bass 3-band 

 
Like HR-5.4 with Active/Passive push-pull switch on Vol-
ume knob 

3-band 
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Product Description 

AGB/918-2 
Adjustable gain buffer/pre-amp with 0 to 
~12dB gain, 9v or 18volt operation 

AGDB/918-2 
Adjustable gain dual-channel buffer/pre-
amp with 0 to ~12dB gain, 9v or 18volt oper-
ation 

NTMB+ F 
3-band tone control preamp with fully inde-
pendent bass, midrange, and treble 

NTBTG/918 
2-band tone control preamp with fully inde-
pendent bass and treble 

TCT 
Tone control module with very wide range 
of boost and cut of the bass and treble spec-
trum and midrange cut at 300Hz. 9V opera-

XTCT 
Tone control module with very wide range 
of boost and cut of the bass and treble spec-
trum and midrange cut at 500Hz. 9V opera-

MPB2Kit/918 
Magnetic and Piezo buffer/pre-amp with 
25K blend pot and adjustable gain trim pot 
for the magnetic channel. 

Modules: We offer buffers and pre-amps that are preferred by the world’s best luthiers. They are very low noise, and 

the pre-amps produce a full spectrum tonality with 2-band and 3-band EQ to deliver your exact tonal preferences. 

Note: We offer potentiometer kits that match our modules to successfully wire your instrument.  

All trademarks, trade names, or logos mentioned or used are the property of their respective owners.  

Every effort has been made to properly capitalize, punctuate, identify and attribute trademarks and trade names to their respective owners, including the use of ® and ™ wherever 

possible and practical. Bartolini, Inc. makes no warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any infor-

mation, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or your use of such information. 

 

Bartolini® is a registered trademark of Bartolini, Inc.  

Strat, J Bass and P Bass are registered trademarks of Fender Musical Instruments Corp.  Bartolini is not affiliated with FMIC.   

Rickenbacker is a registered trademark of Rickenbacker International Corporation. Bartolini is not affiliated with RIC.  

MightyMite is a registered trademark of MightyMite Parts. Bartolini is not affiliated with MightyMite.  

Music Man is a registered trademark of Ernie Ball, Inc. Bartolini is not affiliated with EBI.  

Johnny Smith is a Model from Gibson Guitar Corp. Bartolini is not affiliated with Gibson.   

 

Pre-Wired Harness Benefits: 
 

 Isolates the pickup output so that outboard effects and amps do not 
weaken the pickup’s output  

 

 Offers numerous EQ options and allows both cut and boost to each 
EQ control 

 

 Wired for either 9V or 18V operation, and the jack provides on/off 
to the battery to maximize battery life  

ELECTRONICS 

HR-5.4AP/918 Harness Contents 


